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Each is written by one thoroughly acquainted with
his subject;

each one is the nsuit of years of ex¬

perience, and is essentially valuable.
But, on the other hand, thise

essays are finely

gotten up from a literary point of view, and here is
abundant opportunity

for

«r the quest ion* will receive no attention. In no ease win the
writer’s name be printed to the questions in THE Etude.
^Barton* that have no general interest will not receive atten¬
tion.]

young

writers

style, conception, and logic in composition.

to studv
Observe

leading piano-makers of the world is A = 439
1
lowest vibration-number is Bluthner, Leipzig (A
4-b>); the highest, Erard, Paris (A = 442 4)
Ste

how the subjects are treated—how they are intro¬
duced, led up to and finally exploited with the aid
of skill and thoughtful fidelity, on the one hand, and
experience, on the other.

Every musician must be not

only thorough in his art, nowadays;

he must also

be intelligently versed in the side lights of literature
and life,

o
’

Y£k; U3C3 A = «S.6; Chiekering, Boat
, Beel'stein, Berlin. uses vibration-numl
Condon. 439; Becker, Petersbu

«tuttLrtSIAmeMeini"S''"’ 4395;
Sehiedmay
■ tuttgart, 440; Bosendorfer, Vienna, 440.
"
,.^V'JKariS)-(a) Shakespeare inspired m,
opera-librettos than any other author. To give a eo
plete list would go beyond the limits of thls depa

ft is the well groomed and excellently kept

horse that wins the race.

Love for reading—desire to

plavs that
tht^hav^
"'''a'*'
SOme °f the P™»«]
plays
have served
as f°nnd
opera-librettos:

excel in expression of one’s ideas—goes a gTeat wav.

Ve r d i Til a i in

It enables the teacher to instruct understandingly ami
thing, but to be abie to write intelligently and well

FVW
v/A
“ 'nCld>ent®llrU1Sic
to the
“Cachet
r.tigar S
b. Kell
Kelley
(American).
“Taming of
Shrei
Hermann Goetz (German). “Mueh Ado about No
ng
otherwise known as “Benedick and Beatric

so that strangers beyond your horizon can be helped

, p‘.t“r J^r m,z ,FJe"ch)- “Borneo and .Juliet.” Goun

broadens his gifts.

To be able to teach is a rare

by your experience is better yet.
tunity to advance.

Here is an oppor¬

itaiiatj;

hro ise Th omas (French).

5

gag;

“Mac-bet

::k°vr^

All honor to the modestly diligent!
• • •

Is the larger cities a certain phase of music teaching
is-assuming alarming proportions.
ginning to tremble.

Teachers are be

The facts of the matter are these:

Incidental music has been written in

t u

•

whereas, in former years, the average pupil began in
September and took lessons way into the middle of
July, pupils now scarcely begin before the middle of
October, the fashionable set not before the middle of
November, and discontinue their lemons the beginning

the English composer, pushedton
^ Queen”

c4Sme

^

of May,—nay, even the middle of April.
The average length of a teacher*

ease,, has thus

“As Ton Like ir-‘VnriMhe ?°rd?
;mow%Biov. thou

dwindled from, say. forty four week* to thirty weeks
at the utmost
What is the cause of this?
The probable cause is that families that can .fford
to pay for tuition go to the country earlier than in
former years and return to the city later.

(“Henri- VIII” w m u!?

at ssa

Orpheus with his T.ut

the following word, WShakei^:’

s£

ftb*

not any more, at least not in the best editions. Take
the “A-minor Sonata” by Mozart, No. XVI (Cotta
edition), for instance. In the second bar of the open¬
ing movement the music is written as you suggest,
“with two notes of equal value.” Your question sug¬
gests another which I have been asking for years:
Why cannot an enterprising publisher be found who
will print the classics without the wilderness of ex¬
planatory notes (which the pupil never looks at) by
writing out the ornaments in the text itself! I think
something of the sort was tried by W. Rriiger in the
Zumsteeg edition of the Hilndel “Suites.”
(fir) The figure 2 before the pedal-mark—thus, “2
Ped.”—shows that the soft pedal is to be used.
(h) By Arabesque is meant a certain ornamentation.
The term is generally used with regard to graceful
curves. Schumann used it as the title of one of his
compositions,—opus 18.
B. N.—As a rule, the great composers were all either
pianists or organists. Wagner and Berlioz, however,
played no instrument whatever, Gounod had a beauti¬
ful voice, and Spohr was a great violinist.
D. M.—Can music he used as a means for curing
certain mental maladies?
Yes, indeed. Music
been introduced in quite a few hospitals recently,
probably on account of its soothing effect in connec¬
tion with nervous troubles. That music has an efl*®
upon persons subject to melancholia the followup,
story will prove:
,
,
A certain Italian princess had lost her husband. month passed. She had not been heard to proBe
single complaint nor had she been seen to shed a
tear. Her grief was inconsolable, she seemed aimon the point of death. Toward sunset the invalid"”
carried into her gardens one day. But Nature sf®?
to have had no charms for her. Raff, the greateman singer of his times, happening to visit Yapl >
sired to see the gardens, celebrated on account 0
beauty. Having heard of the presence of the,
.(,one of the lady companions of the princess ofssc”
Raff to sing in order to see whether music haeffect upon the invalid. Raff chose an air by
His pure and touching style; the simple, bu
pressive, melody; the words so well adapted
surrounding circumstances, all this produced su
^
effect upon the princess that her sorrow gavejv y
tears, which flowed in abundance.
She now
t
copiously, and it was due to this circumstance
her life was saved.

didactic works in violin literature that suffer such
neglect as these very “Etudes.”

An American boy or

girl of the puniest instrumental ability smiles pityingly at the neighbor who may happen to have a pious
regard for these classical studies.
speak

I have heard pupils

contemptuously of others who were “merely

it is quite as easy to learn how to tune the violin with
something resembling grace and precision as it is to
squirm and wriggle throngh a process which, in the
end, rarely enables the player to accomplish his object
with anything like perfection.
The player should invariably hold the violin in the

struggling with Rode,” while they had already sapped
the musical and technical juices from our most diffi¬
cult violin-concertos.
.1 regret to say that experience has convinced me
that our teachers are greatly responsible for such a
state of things.

attitude of playing, always tuning with the left hand.
Tuning the violin is really quite a knack, and'it cer¬
tainly requires some experience.

But the method I

ave just advised is unquestionably the very simplest
and the very best.

It is highly improbable that many

*

*

if they do not receive particularly conscientious in¬
I do not believe that I am guilty of the

slightest exaggeration when I say that the average
teacher permits the average pupil to play the most

public, but found also numerous new lights on the
horizon.

For a time, not far from Billow’s death, the

soirees of the famous pianist-conductor lent a last glow
to the dying group of artists who had buried Wagner
and Liszt, discussed Schumann’s latest creation to¬
gether, and now, solitary and more thoughtful, clung
to the last gathering-place where those who had seen
the new Romanticism of German music appear, now
looked

at another

dawning

of

young

music, new

artists, and the progress of composition that hailed
the coming twentieth century.

*

students will discover the true worth of such works
struction.

retreating from the musical world again before the

This they did, with

hope or distrust, each after his own inclination.
It is more particularly at

THE AMERICAN
VIOLINISTE AT
HOME.

home that the American girl,
attempting

to

study

seri-

ously, falls short of reason-

important studies in the most alovenly manner, rarely,

At one of these gatherings Madam Schumann-Heink
sang some of Schubert’s songs.

Billow had passed a

bad day, so one who was there told me.
table and excessively sarcastic.

He was im-

But as the singer

continued he was seen to pause in his walk and, draw¬

or never, directing the pupils attention to their higher

f

possibilities, nor demanding any of those qualities of

fritter away her t.me, bestowing on the meres,

excellence which are associated with the higher art of
violin playing.

monplaces of life an energy and interest which, a

ment and gaze thoughtfuUy into the night without

to her studies, would enable her more quid

The music was the cvclus of “The Miller’s Daughter.”

reach her goal.

It is a beautiful tale of life and fate, this cycle, and as

Some of the “Etudes” by Kreutzer and Fiorillo may,

. _

Often, also, the progress of these

studies is illogical, if not actually absurd.

But, with

all their shortcomings, they are works of monumental

.

>

13 COO

At home her environments-res

ing near to the piano, rest his elbow on the instru¬

the accompanyist modulated softly between the songs,

without the slightest hesitation, be declared to be of
little or no merit.

.

,m,CirCr9tanCe 01 Un™ decision

hardly calculated to foster love for art, or tra

the spell was complete.

And w h tWe" UP°n "°rk With -Relent conti

silent and thoughtful.

Long after the last chord died away Biilow stood,
I

13 m°r! S€ri0n9’ 8he either cultivates

strength, as indispensable to-day as they were many

There was little disposition on

the part of the others to break the silence.

‘What

wonderful simpHcity,” exclaimed von Billow, at Bst-

years ago, and doubtless will continue to be in the
years to come.

What a beautifully-poetic insight Schubert had 'n'L
nature and humanity.”

As he continued, half-speak

ing to himself, he turned over the pages of the music
A

TUNING THE
VIOLIN.

well-know*

anecdote: One

Friday

green bag proved to contain a fiddle of the Christmand, when its diminutive owner w

called upon to “pUy something,” the fiddle was hasti

him.

“First there

is

the

miller,” he said:

“eagerly aroused by the mill-wheel and the splash °
the water to go out into the world.”

moi

ing he was visited by a ve
small boy who carried a very Urge green hug. T1
tree variety;

before

art

tells the following excellc
«“nd ’Wdiy^^^T

EaroP«\^

asks himself.)

(“Whither-

“And then the maiden appears.

beautifully Schubert has conceived her.

e

H<>5'

And think -

this last of the cycle—a babbling brooklet, crooning
a little lullaby over the fate of the rustic
Even the careless insensibility of the water is depic
in the mnsic.
Oh!

And they say Schubert dissipated

far more than that—he lived and suffered.

oughly, and another thing—see to it that she keeps
what she has attained. Relieve me, the great masses
of linguistic, scientific, and other knowledge amassed
by the mighty scholars of the past were made more
by retention than bv nimbleness. Have her take the
very smallest part of the music which makes an in¬
telligible musical thought, and repeat this accurately
many times, now fixing the attention upon the letters,
then upon the lengths, then upon the fingers, then
upon the phrasing, then upon the shading, then upon
the rate of movement, or tempo, thus getting one as¬
pect of the music at a time clear and indelible. Even
should it be necessary to go over it from twice to
ten times holding each of these elements before the
mind, take the time. What you must secure is abso¬
lute accuracy, which is the result of perception abso¬
lutely clear and automatic. That can be infallibly
secured by a patient welding together of two things:
first, thought: second, time. Clearly think it through,
and repeat it enough to bring the result. It ia well
enough to have notes before one when playing accom¬
paniments, or when looking through things casually,
but to play with the heart, to make the music gush
forth from one's own self as if it were a spontaneous
improvisation, it mnst be solidly planted in the auto¬
matic memory, so solidly planted, that nervousness,
or ill feelings (not amounting to sickness) or any other
embarrassment can have no appreciable effect upon
the player. You need not demand that your pupil
memorize everything, but by all means require the
memorizing of the best music which she studies, and
keep this going uniformly and evenly.
To L. P. S.—Yon ask whether the pupil should be
required to count aloud. Yes and no. Part of the
time you should count yourself, because you will
probably get the time more exact than the pupil.
Then, again, you should demand of the pnpil that
she count while causing the fingers to do their work;
next you should require her to do the work with
mental counting; and lastly that she should plav

ence is one of the most dry, abstract, and fatigui
studies known, and though afterward “it vieldeth i
the peaceable fruits of righteousness,” perhaps, 1
certainly the delicious fruits of musical pleasure
them that are exercised thereby, it is cased in a m,
stubborn and stony crust No, you can scarcely
mneh good with theory entirely alone, but that* is
subject which can be very effectively taught by wi
ten instruction, and many able mnsicians'are at wc
in that field. At once secure a course of written 1
sons from some master of reputation, and the di
culty win be solved. As to the studies of }
Matthews, the graded studies, I consider them ;
miraWy selected and arranged, and would advise v
n continue them in direct order. The “Touch a
echmc, also is to be taken as daily bread throne
out your whole life. There are many things in nm
Which arc not in the least of the nature of facts- i.
mformatmu to he once obtained, then to lie dead
.
Ptacle of the memory; but thev are of t
nature of seeds, which are to be planted'™ the livi
substance of the thinking and feeling spirit and a
there to be fructified by the life which is in us
you can now play music as difficult as the Sch
mann Novellette in F-major” and if vou love su
genuine beauty as lies in that and any similar wort
you are. beyond a doubt, musical, and if that be t
knt'“a"
Z you
lt may under‘°the
<'U'thate
••lent,
as hest
conditions of vo
*»»****»*
‘ ae®‘- Ry «n means, however trv
*
Mr “ ™"
dnrin,

!"’■
S

‘—a-, ..a

T™ ™Ldld'*i"

”> a«* ..a
meetings as the various
eians, and still better tK

■

„
S*™*

""
‘ t dance uPon sue
associations of mus

As to your third question,—how you may keep
your fingers supple during your three months' separa¬
tion from a piano,—I would recommend the finger
gymnastics of Dr. Ward Jackson. You may find some
benefit in the careful and moderate employment of
such extraneous aids, but do not be too sanguine.
After all, to play the piano you must play the piano:
and to know' music, a very vast undertaking, you
must study music.
Be brave, and do the best your circumstance allows,
and if the poet Younge knew anything about the laws
of the moral world, “You do well, do nobly: angels
could do no more.”

Frankt.in Taylor relates that a rather inex¬
perienced student had composed a trio, w hich was to
be performed in private on some special occasion, and
which some of us had the greatest curiosity to hear
All appeals to be allowed to be present at a rehearsal
bad been met by a decided refusal; nevertheless. "e
were determined to hear it, if possible. Accordingly,
by a little management, we were permitted by tinlandlord of the bouse in which the rehearsal took
place to listen unseen to the new- strains. We con
sidered it to be a very poor composition. We thought
that the ’cello part was a mere duplication of the
bass of the pianoforte part, and, worse than all, the
whole thing was an absolute imitation of MozartIn fact, we were very much down upon the poor manJudge of our astonishment when we were afterwar
told that, owing to the parts of the new composit'0”
not being ready, a trio of Handel's had been play1
instead!

Ijf no other art is demonstration so difficult a, in
music. Science fights with mathematics and logic
poetry wields the golden, decisive, spoken word. 01
arts have chosen Nature, whose form they borrow, a»
their judge,—but music is an orphan, whose f*
and mother none can name; and perhaps in
mystery of her origin lies half her charm.

you in every way; in your studies as in everything
else. Like children put upon their good behavior; the
very trust imposed upon you by so great a liberty
wins you to the only discipline worth the while.—that
is, arlf discipline; and this very freedom which is
given you as a sacred thing which you will not violate
is a more severe restraint than all the petty restric¬
tions put upon girls of other lands.
Granting all this to be true, you will, perhaps, think
that you detect something of spleen in the opening
paragraph; but let us consider this freedom musically,
especially with regard to what you play, and don't
be too sure about the spleen until we have talked a
little about that word “respect.”
If you are the right sort of girl {and you know
what I mean by that), your teacher is apt to allow
you considerable liberty as to what you shall play.
Very often, in different studios, I have seen a teacher
place a pile of music before a girl and let her make
her choice, or run through half a dozen things at the
piano and let her say which she will learn. Often I
have known girts to disagree with their teachers as
to what they would play at public recitals, and to
play wlmt suited their owd fancy. Did they always
play the better for that? Kuskin says that a girl
knows best herself what is good for her. For the
most part that is so, but if it were invariably true,
then Ruskin need never have written “Of Queen’s
Gardens." so full of wise advice to girls, nor would
Ruth Ashmore have attained such fame, nor need
I ever write a line for musical girls to read.
In the main, you girls do know what is good for
you; bnt. to use a big similitude.—you remember
when our country gained her independence, what a
very simple affair being free seemed to be, and now,
if you are a “timely topic” girt, you know how very
compter freedom and liberty are proving to be. What
is true of the Nation may he true of the individual.
A g»Vf who think* for herself nerd* tri*er adder than
the who has her thinking done for her, and, as regards

detail of form is engraved upon your memory, and
their intent and purpose clear to yon, you bring to
them a depth of thought so sifted and refined, and a
reverence so warm and humble that you will work
as Michael Angelo or Raphael worked. Until then, do
not handle a musical masterpiece, any more than you
would the Washington Elm.

FROM THE MUSIC-CRITIC’S NOTE BOOK.
BY FANNY GRANT.

What it Means to be an Artist.

Probably the successful artist will use more vital¬
ity in one evening’s performance than the usual ex¬
periences of life call for in a month of ordinary events.
A little time in the empyrean is glorious, but its re¬
action is often disastrous. If the reaction has to
come in a cold, barren cloak-room, the artist is in
danger of his life from the draughts or the chill of the
''f‘r(‘n’fnihor with
regret how Emma
Abbott had pneumonia and died from a eold conmeted m opening a Western opera house with the
hermometer at zero on the stage. Not so long ago

lT
~Z “ •n€rfcct ho,e of a ™>n> where he
had to wait between acts.” He was a sight-white
perepwing. trembling from the exertion that had made
a lug audience shout with applause.
wiS,tJLthey h“d ***“ Mm behind the ^nes, sick
h influenza waiting m a miserable little place to
recover himself, as it were!
P
It was necessary, too, for him to start off at once
the cars to get
at °nce
I didnt wonder that he was sour and taciturn.

tones in her voice.
“Oh, but you should hear me sing those five tones."
quoth she. Her proper place was at the wash-tub.
There was a large class of these ambitious medi¬
ocrities, whose claim to public favor was their “beauti¬
ful pronunciation of the words of just a sweet little
simple ballad.”
Because they had a “pull” they found places to sing
with various directors, and filled the scene to the last
stupid moment, when the musical organizations went
to pieces through the dullness of the concerts. For cer¬
tain it is that there must be interest in a concert to
keep up the support of the public.
When the concert-room becomes a bore, it is not
surprising that the public takes up coon-songs, the
cake-walk, rag time, and goes pell-mell after vaude¬
ville until its nauseating qualities grow too apparent—
and after, well, perhaps, after that the public takes
up strong drink or religious persecution or cock-fight?
to console itself. I have never heard of any sort of
heroic treatment that would touch ambitious inedi
ocrity. It continues to crop up everywhere and makes
money while it has a pull.
To protest against the poverty, that hard lines of
really meritorious organists, violinists, vocalists, pi*11
ists, is of no profit to them unless they have some
possibility of getting a hearing, which is manifest!.'
out of the question as long as the whole scene is taken
UP by the ambitious mediocrities that are one of the
crying abuses of the musical life.
So controlling is the force of custom, so bin
is the slavery to which that artist is condemned
depends on the applause of the multitude for the ]
ervation and increase of his fame and fortune,
even the best disposed and most courageous artiamong whom I have the presumption to count m,
—find it difficult to defend their better selves i
the deleterious influence of those whose aims ar®
ish, confused, and in every way unworthy.

ing his ends.
Besides muscular development, the study of music
aids in cultivating certain mental qualities, as, for
instance, concentration. Set a pupil at work mem¬
orizing a Bach fugue, and you will have given him
a task that will require the most intense concentra¬
tion of the intellectual forces. One may, perhaps, be
able to practice finger exercises with a novel open on
the music-rack before him (as one of our greatest
pianists is said to do), but the intelligent study of the
works of the great masters demands no mean quantity
of gray matter and no small amount of mental con¬
centration.
Then, too, music study requires that the powers of
memory be cultivated to a high degree. It is unneces¬
sary to quote instances of the remarkable memory of
musicians—they are familiar to all.
Music study necessitates quickness of perception.
In reading at sight a new composition how much must
be grasped in one comprehensive glance of lightnings
like swiftness,—notes, fingering, phrasing, expression,
pedal marks, and so on. Yet the musician's perceptive
faculties become so highly trained that the page of a
complicated score is as easily read by the conductor
of the orchestra os a finger exercise by the amateur
pianist
One cannot be a musician without cultivating habits
of accuracy. The finger of the performer must strike
the key at exactly the proper instant and in exactly
the right way, if the desired effect is to be obtained.
There can he no hesitation, no carelessness in private
practice or in public performance, all must be cleancut, exact, and perfectly accurate if a beautiful render¬
ing of the composition is the ideal to be realized.
The student of music early finds that perseverance
and diligence are also desirable elements of character.
He may begin his musical studies by shirking his
daily practice that he may indulge in some favorite
amusement, but if he has any share of common sense,
he soon finds that he must work faithfully and

who gave God the praise for their great talents, and
held themselves accountable to Him for their improve¬
ment.
The student soon learns that it is “an easy thing
to criticise,” and he also learns to be fair in his criti¬
cism of his brother-artists, and thus justice as well
as humility i3 added to the other elements of char¬
acter fostered by the study of music.
The wide-awake student quickly realizes that prog¬
ress in his chosen art requires him to possess a broad
general education. He must be familiar with the his¬
tory of nations as influencing their musical growth;
the history of his chosen instrument must be known
to him; he must acquaint himself with biography,
philosophy, and esthetics; and it is well for him to
have at least a reading knowledge of two or three
foreign languages. He must read the best literature,
be informed on current news, and, in short, as some
one has cleverly expressed it, he must “know every¬
thing of something, and something of everything” if
lie would be up to date, and assist in removing from
the profession the stigma of “one-sidedness” so often
applied to the musician.
music-life to get all or even a few of the benefits
pointed out as resulting from the study of music
to a degree, at least, they influence the eharact
every devotee of the art A superficial mind h;
busm^s with the study, and the earnest student
though he never attain fame, will find himself
repa.d for the hours spent in practice, in the incr
.ntriectual force and strength of character he
gamed through a serious study of the art divine
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turns are productive of good results. It w
foolish for the farmer to fret himself becam

„and why

" IRe and reasonable ?

8hould the *•«*«

the beginning is reached the process can be reversed.
For instance, in teaching Beethoven’s “Sonata in G,”
opus 14, No. 2, instead of beginning with the first
movement, a better plan is to begin with the second,
which is comparatively easy. In connection with it,
take up the passage in the first movement, which
forms the great stumbling-block to the pupil,—viz.:
the progression of three notes in the right hand
against two in the left,—and see that it is pretty well
mastered before attempting the movement as a whole.
With that learned, the rest is easily conquered. To
attempt the whole movement at once is apt to prove
very discouraging to the pupil who is not thoroughly
up in the difficulty of conflicting rhythms. The aver¬
age pupil will always stumble at such a passage; he
will feel an impatience to get through with it in any
way and see what is beyond, and thus imperil his
chances of ever learning it with smoothness and cor¬
rectness. This can be avoided if the passage be taken
by- itself as an exercise, without connection with what
goes before or follows.
If, as it sometimes happens, the pupil cannot refrain
from tasting forbidden fruit and will dip into the
tabooed portions “just to hear how it sounds, the
wise teacher can, in a measure, outwit him. H® can
lay out the work in advance to meet the particular
difficulties which are to be encountered later on.
the piece to be given has the staccato as its particular
difficulty a preliminary practice of staccato scales an
finger exercises can be had; if its difficulty be cho aruns, octaves, or what not, let the technical practice
be such as to prepare the pupil for his future needs.
General directions, as most teachers know, are o
not much avail. It wiU be of little use to tell the
pupil to break up the natural order of the piece
^
it be taken as a matter of course in the lesson,
must also be seen that all special exercises to bnng
about a certain fixed result are played in the
manner necessary to produce this result. In teac
the “what” is not so important as the “how.

mainly opera and drama; and incidentally collected a vast
lot of material for a bibliography of part-music, Mr. Tup per
has been a successful writer u)mui musical subjects, and always
along lines of his own. Mis Ural book was “Chats with Music
Students," in UBS: bis second. “The Mnsic Life and Mow to
8ucceed in It,’’ 1ACJ. He has also written three books for chil¬
dren. called “MusicTalks with Children/' "The Child's Music
Wmld." a book about music history, and “Pictures from the
Lives of the Great Composers. ' Mr. Tapper lives in Hoslon.

The fundamental conditions which govern Success
in Music Teaching must lie those which govern Sucvesa in anything else. This fad is based on the simple
truth that we are, to n greater degree than we com¬
monly believe, architects of our own fortunes. Suc¬
cess haa to do with some simple principles w hich are
clearly related, logically connected, and each, of itself,
a unit of importance. Hut in speaking of Success we
must remember that it is a purely relative matter.
In entertaining hope of it we are apt neither to de¬
fine it nor even to scrutinize it rlosely. And Tet we
are constantly observing that yesterday's Success is
but the point of departure for what we would do
to-day: and that the Success of to-day will lie simi¬
larly fundamental to the strivings of tomorrow.
Hence, it never rests, but entires us on; and we find
satisfaction in appearing to gain that which we are
perpetually pursuing. Hut one day there comes the
thought that all our haste and pursuit is secondary
to other qualities with which we have made slight ac¬
quaintance on the way. Had we thought upon them
they would have given reality to our zeal, and we
should have clung to that reality even as we plucked
the smaller fruits.

To illustrate, let us set out with the Young Man
on the day when he decides that he is ready to begin
Music Teaching. What mar we say to him that will
put his thoughts to work in a healthy wav?

III. Education Applied.
Having passed through his years of training (wli
some still call humorously “finishing his education
the Young Man wants to get to work. The poi
bilities lying back of this desire are more diversif
in nothing else than in Music Teaching. They rai
all the way from securing a place in a school al
good salary to guarding a lonely and unsou;
“studio” in the corner of the front" parlor. But'
whatever plane the Young Man finds himself, he mi
as an individual, be busy. There are no end of tai
he may do. This is his salvation at all times.
At the moment of becoming his own master he m
'* "arw<1 ,,f “« error that is made bv ninety per ee
Of las class, the result being that they become ho
lessly lost. That error is this: he must never belt
that anyone puts faith in his protestations. 1
world, it is said, does not observe us as units. C
i oung Man will discover that it is only because he
observe.,! as a unit that he is professionally possil
Ami he ts observed closely; judged not bv what
huTh! , ye I"1™1 ^ iS= DOt h-V "hat
profes
but by What he accomplishes. Failine to see it th
he ,s forever out of tune with his possibilities.
IV. Geography.
wbile the years are passing on and the Young M
doing that earnest and long-continued study nee
"TkmB °f a 1Wh‘’r of Music, someone
It
«^
expensi
It eertaiT
certainly ,s; "7*
and not onIyth°
that but H
better fate than often befalls it.
We are not unaccustomed to see tbo
teacher

hesitating between

the small town

u
wh

I. The Personal Equation.

The Young Man is what he is by virtue of cireum
stances » hich are to a* great degree inexplicable. His
inherent character, the thoughts he permits himself
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Success in Music Teaching, or in anything else, lies
in his attitude toward life. If he is useful, and help¬
ful; if he is a good object in the environment of
others; if he regards human relation above gain; ii
he adds better thought to the world, he has Success.
In short, he asks if his activity and influence are in¬
dispensable to the betterment of life. If they are, he
is working on the true basis of Success; if not, no
amount of riches, in things that he may gather about
him, or of knowledge that he may gather within him,
will stand for anything else than the badge of servi¬
tude to masters who are unworthy.

THE AGES OF SOME PROMINENT PIANISTS.
Pachman, born in 1848, is now about 52; Eun
Liebling, born in 1851, is now about 49; Joseffy, bou>
in 1852, is now 48; Sherwood, born in 1854, is '
Hyllested, bora in 1848, is 52; Friedheim, born in 1 ’
is 41; Paderewski, born in 1859, is now just
^
Sauer and Rosenthal, born in 1862, are 38; Siloti, w

in 1863, is 37; D’Albert, bora in 1864, is n0'v_36;.
soni, bora in 1866, is 34; Godovvsky, born in 1870, is, •
Ilambourg, bora in 1879, is now 21. It will be no *
that the four pianists generally believed to possess t ^
greatest technic—Rosenthal, D’Albert, Busoni, an
Godovvsky—are all between 30 and 40, Busoni ^
Godovvsky being the youngest as well as the
players. The still-living Saint-Siiens belongs
earlier generation. He was bora in 1835, and is n
65. There are also several lady pianists to settle * ^
Oldest of these is Sophie Menter, born in R • ^
52; Madam Carreno, born in 1853, is now 4i,
Rive-King, born in 1857, is now 43; and
3 ^
Bloomfield-Zeisler, born in 1866, is now 34.
* ^
longs with the men w ho are now between 30 * ^
The older players may be regarded os having
pleted their styles and tastes.—IP. *8. Ii.
Music.

j

for making good teachers. In the closing years of
this century the pursuit of child-study is followed
more and more closely. Old systems of’teaching and
governing children are parsing away, and the prime
question notv asked of teachers is apt to be: “Hotv
much do you know about the child himself?” Teach¬
ers of the present study and originate the very best
methods of instructing the young; but without the
power to discern the varying conditions of childnature, whether in class or individual training, the
best methods of teaching may be productive of un¬
desirable results. This applies to general education
and also in a particular manner to the sacred calling
of leaching music.

Child study 1 What a privilege, and yet what a diffi¬
cult thing! How may we best begin? There is the
scientific study of children, which has been followed
out, not only by those who are interested in general
education, but by scientific men of our time, who
have recognized that science had much to gain from
an investigation of the physical growth of children,
and of their social characteristics, and also of their
mental, moral, and religious tendencies and develop¬
ment. We find professors, or specialists, of certain
branches of science all over the world eagerly inter¬
ested in the investigation of special phases of childlife. By this is demonstrated how very much may be
learned by a deep study of child-nature.’ This scientific
study of children may not be absolutely necessary for
or possible to, all persons who instruct the young but
such knowledge is more or less requisite, and is found
to be an excellent foundation for original studv and
experiment with children.
Cp to the present time, all that has been thought
necessary in order that the teacher that-is-to-be mav
“get her certificate” has been the acquiring of certain
facts, or knowledge, of certain branches of study, that
would enable such a one to answer certain questions
—i.e., to pas# certain examinations as to fort#,—while

and the nervous, restless ones must not be called
“naughty.” Young children must not be expected to
keep very still, even during a short music-lesson; it
is almost cruel to be too strict on this point. All
teachers find that each child needs special instruction,
and guidance, adapted to his particular requirements!
Musical training should be made to develop and culti¬
vate, in every child, his powers of observation, reflec¬
tion, and reverence, and should be made to appeal to
his unagination and affections. In other words, the
study of music is to be made a means of development
of the entire arfirffc nutorc,-which is but another
name for soul!

*
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the powers of observation, and neu/tti
-H cause children to reflect’
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e«t upon what they

must endeavor to break up this indifference; monot¬
ony must be avoided, his interest must be awakened,
if possible, by some new line of work. The secret of
the whole matter, I might say, is to interest one's
pupils. Lessons, and the talks regarding lessons, must
be varied frequently. Much tact and judgment is re¬
quired in dealing with each pupil. Sometimes young
pupils can be lead into a habit of practice by making
an appeal to their affections and ambition,—they will
practice their little lesson to please their teacher whom
they love, and take a pride in “surprising” her at next
lesson by showing how well the exercises can he
played. I sometimes offer a tiny prize to children
whose parents can say of them, at the end of the
term, or season, that they- have practiced faithfully
and cheerfully.
About once a month I give an afternoon to my
juvenile pupils. I invite them to spend an hour, or
two, with me. They listen attentively while I tell
them, in story fashion, about some of the great musi¬
cians, or about some musical instrument and its his¬
tory. I expect them to remember all they can for our
next meeting, when I question them on the former
talk. I also encourage them to ask questions.
play musical games, and have piano selections fro®
four or five of those present, after which we play a®”
cellaneous games and have light refreshments. These
little meetings afford me an opportunity for making
further discoveries in child-nature, and I look forward
to them quite as much as the children do.
As I said above, child-study is a difficult thing,
while difficult, it is a privilege, and a very true pleas¬
ure. To get at a child, from all sides, we must see
him in various circumstances; only a small part of *
child s nature can be observed under any one condi
tion. A very large portion of the real nature of chd
dren is shown in their play. May we teachers never
lose interest in studying child-nature, and way "*
ever press omcard, “toward the high calling” which
we, as music-teachers, have chosen!

murning falls, and sounds from the old tower clock.
A blast and rushing breeze—a rustling of branches in
the distant furest, a sudden cry of the night-birds—
and all is vanished.

INTERPRETATION.

\\ e may rightly class this piece w ith the so-called
“descriptive novelties," and as such it must receive the
closest attention on the part of the player. Each
]>ortion should be played until the subject impresses
itself thoroughly on the mind; this, of course, is only
possible when guided by the marks of expression,
phrasing, etc. Not only the player, but also the
listener, should know the story.
The introduction commences with the striking of
the twelfth hour, imitated by the sub-contra D. This
note, twelve times repeated, should be played with
some variety of tone-power: here louder—there softer.
This variety of tone-power is due to the air,—the
wind,—which blows occasionally in different direc¬
tions, and sends, therefore, the sound hither and
thither. But these monotonous twelve strokes are
suddenly disturbed by the loud and piercing cry of
the night-birds (third and fifth measure). The chords
representing this should be furiously attacked, and it
is here that the pupil should pay the greatest atten¬
tion, via.: not to let the right hand influence the left
by striking louder. At the seventh measure we have
a chord in ppp. (r. h.), which should represent the
fading away of the last stroke, mixed with the echoes
of outcries of the birds.
And now commences the composition itaelf.
The low fifths and sixths, interchanging, represent
the ghostly and indistinct music in the distance, only
the swelling from the fifth to the sixth suggesting the
moaning of invisible spirits. In the second part, where
the basses are transferred an octave higher, the appreaching music becomes more and more distinct; but

come by slow and careful practice. The cadenza,
which seems to produce another technical stumblingstone, is, in fact, no more difficult than the rest; as
it represents only a certain figure in arpeggio form
repeated several times, gradually descending. A fall¬
ing decrescendo, but accellerando, should be observed.
Finally the player must feel what is to be done, not
merely play notes and time.—H. Engelmann.

A DIALOGUE CONCERNING FREAKS.
BY ALFRED VEIT.

Persons:
Public Opinion.
A Private Citizen.
Public Opinion: How is it musicians frequent!
have the appearance of freaks?
Private Citizen: Do you not consider that a liars
assertion, my dear Madam? Besides, would you obi if
me by making your meaning more dear?
P- 0.: By all means. Do you see that individu:
glaring at us with his shaggy hair, eyebrows to mate!
and otherwise eccentric in his appearance? He is
musician, is he not?
P. C.: I happen to know him. He is a well-know
violinist.
P- o.: Do you deny that the wild man from Borne
is like an innocent babe in comparison to this ind
v usual?
1- (

I admit that the gentleman in question
rather consp.cuous in his raake-np. However the
■act does not detract from his merfts as an artist
'

’■
a“ “ot alIudln£ t0 bis artistic capability
But why and wherefore this ludicrous appearance?
mv
^,t ^
the real
. V dear
dear Mail
Madam, I suppose
is in order
to differe,
tiate himself from his fellow-creatures.

tionalities in matters of dress? I have just noticed
your bowing to a musician whose general untidiness
and slouchy appearance suggests the idea that he is
as averse to bath-tubs and regular ablutions as our
own whilom friend Svengali?
P- C.: I admit that our friend does not dress like
a Beau Brummel. I also admit that with him soap
and art should form a closer alliance. But why bo se¬
vere on an individual whose art has often thrilled you?
Remember artists are like children. Their thoughts
are constantly occupied with fancies far removed from
this terrestrial sphere. Music to them means stories
of knights and ladies, the courtship of the nightingale
and the rose, the battle-cry of legions pressing on to
victory, the—
P- 0. (interrupting him): This is strange. I re'
cently overheard a conversation between two musi¬
cians, and do not remember hearing anything of the
sort. Mr. Fiddler remarked that he had just bought
his fifth tenement-house, while Mr. Pounder said that
if the steel stocks dropped a few points he guessed he
would buy a few hundred shares more. How is thisP- C.: To be sure, the modern musician has given
up some of his old ideas. While still clinging to long
hair, he does not despise the good things of life- He
has discarded some of the old traditions. Thus, while
the pianoforte virtuoso in times gone by possessed
more virtuosity than virtue and wrecked his life and
chances in dissipation and riotous living, the modern
pianist has become more practical and business-like
and, in consequence, erec-ts magnificent villas on tie
Hudson or Lake Como.
P- 0.: You thus admit that he has abandoned some
of his old methods. Why not then go a step &rther
and conform to the demands of modern society and ex
hibit a certain neatness of appearance, which is **
pccted of every citizen?
1 his subject I hope to continue at some future time.
P. c. (bowing): Always at your service. Madam.
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Also published for low voice in D

True, he must continue to be active, but he glories
in activity; this perpetual motion is to him even os
the breath of his nostrils. He feels, too, that the price
of imperialism is eternal vigilance.
lie is up early and late, and his slumbers are fit¬
fully disturbed by the pale spectres of rival busybodies
from the limbo of musical oblivion, or by the dread
amorphous apparitions of upstart busybodies yet to be
apprehended. His visage becomes drawn and anxious,
and he flits nervously about within his fortifications
like a commandant burdened with cares and responsi¬
bilities, perpetually examining the weak spots in his
breastworks with a view to beating back an expected
attack of the enemy.
Some poor, sparsely-rewarded society reporter of the
daily “Intelligencer," snatched rudely from peaceful
routine labors and forced to write a criticism on some
concert bossed by Busybody, fails to speak in terms
of superlative adulation of the singer or instrumental
virtuoso or chorus, as the case may be.
Immediately the Busybody rushes into action by
calling on the editor.
One of the enemy writes a letter to the morning
paper. The Busybody at cnee bombards him with a
reply.
Ever and anon there is a lull, the enemy probably
consid ring it a hopelesa case. But this state of quiet
and heavenly rest is not to the liking of Busybody,
who, having now arrived at that pass where (like
“Mad Anthony" Wayne) he never sleeps, brings his
worn-out old muzzle-loaders to the front and bombards
the newspaper sanctums promiscuously with his wads
of platitudinous manuscript. Nor does be stop for
breath until he has goaded some of the less philosoph¬
ies! of the enemy into retort, whereupon the battle
wages more fiercely than ever.
The Busybody now proceeds to pile upon himself
further cares, duties, and perplexities.
He is omnipresent.

You see him at all receptions,

for such a position, for, in addition to his other quali¬
fications, he is, as a rule, not a person of means, and
a proper pecuniary stipend would probably induce him
to accept By this plan he would doubtless be re¬
lieved of the strange hallucination under which he
labors that a long career of leg-activity has made him
capable of judging as to the comparative value of
musical compositions, and that protracted exercise in
“sprinting” in the musical field has entitled him to
pass upon the merits of professional musicians and
conscientious teachers.
ana rawer

umairiy, pernaps,

as

“he.”

Very

quently, however, ungallant as it may appear to
so, he is of the feminine persuasion, and, to the a
of the “restless” sex be it said, has proved quit
formidable behind the musical artillery as did evei
most valiant “he”-busybody in Christendom.
The remedy suggested above calls to mind an

Durable singing society in one of the larger Eas
cities, established years ago and still in exist*
w hich had adopted some such plan.

The preside!

this society has always been some lady of leis
taste, culture, and means, who conducted the afl
of the chorus in a quiet, dignified manner and
mshed money when it was needed, the “sprint
being relegated to help, glad to do the work
director was left free to make his own programs,
e*en the president arrogating to herself the righ
interference

U^TtW

The doings of the club have rarelv
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it8 C0DCertS ?ear after vea
hear the best works well performed.

Of course, such ideal conditions are not to be lot
for everywhere, hut let us not forget thaV
Tth T th*remed}' “ against the unholyac
ox the busybody lies, to a great extent, with the e,
ted amateurs and in the hands of the resneet
teachers of a community.

Among other valuable 'things there comes dowi

By observing pictures and busts of composers and
musicians with which the teacher’s studio is adorned,
some children possibly may gain more than they lose
by inattention to their lessons. It is difficult to keep
these keen, irrepressible little people from taking an
interest in everything and everybody within range
of their observation, especially when in strange sur¬
roundings; but it is absolutely necessary, during the
lesson-hour, to have their entire attention. This, 1
am sure, can better he secured at the pupils own
home, amid familiar surroundings.
Another advantage in the house-to-house plan is
that the pupil can use the same piano to which she
is accustomed. This is no small consideration. ETen
an advanced player, who can sit down to almost an}
piano and play creditably, feels some embarrassment
when invited to play before critical hearers upon an
instrument entirely different in tone and action fm®
his own.
Now, pupils, especially those who have sensitive
ears and a good deal of musical feeling, dread to play
before their teachers and especially upon a strange
piano, even though they have faithfully practiced their
pieces and can play them well at home. Nervousnca
and fear of mistakes is sure to make them pl*y 111 3
weak, expressionless manner, and, more than u e Jthey will make blunders that they had never ms *
before. Even if they get through the piece
breaking down, they feel so mortified and dissath
with themselves that they are ready to discontinu
lessons altogether. This is no imaginary case,
J
promising pupils are spoiled in just this way, of w
some would develop considerable ability if on^
could get over their excessive timidity and self-c0
seiousness.
*
.
Another advantage is that the teacher can
from the pupil’s music for reviews and sight-rea
whatever is needed, thereby avoiding the ann0^\
of finding that the pupil “forgot all about that pi
she was requested to bring.

"Queen of Sheba"). The geography wasn’t so bad,
after all. And can you recognize the original in the socalled “Caballus Rusticnnus"? One might think it
meant a rustic horse rather than rustic chivalry.
An editor in an Ohio town spoke of his first hear¬
ing of a string quartet under the phrase “the next
number was a quartet on the violin.” This left the
reader in wonder as to the skill of four people that
could simultaneously perform on one violin. Out on
the Pacific coast is a gentleman who, when anticipat¬
ing coming before the public, announced that he would
give a "Musical Concert,” evidently realizing that
former efforts did not deserve that adjective; at least
the matter is open to that inference. If one is to
judge of the quality of music by the quality of the
English, such an announcement would not prove a
very good advertisement. And sometimes the printer
proceeds to announce that a concert is to be musical,
much to the disgust of the givers thereof.
The writer once had occasion in an historical article
to describe a certain barbaric instrument, and said that
the tone of it was like that produced by “filing a sec¬
tion of stove-pipe." The printer improved on the orig¬
inal (as is always the printer's prerogative), and the
perpetrator of the article was astonished to read, a
few days later, that the said instrument sounded “like
the falling of a section of a stone wall!” Imagine the
disgust.
And how the musical terms do suffer! Capriccio
becomes “Capiereio” Allegro develops into “Anne
Grow," and Prestissimo masquerades as “Pres* Stickimu." And then the poor composers, how they must
turn in their graves! “Back" and "Handle” are or¬
dinary perversions. De Beriot has appeared as "De
Beersot,” notwithstanding his reputation for sobriety.
And Mr. Ganz might not have felt flattered had he
seen himself appear on a program as simply "Gong.”
He might have thought they classed him along with
sounding brass and tinkling cymbals.

savages beat their tom-toms with "admirable re
larity, and so when a child “keeps time as the soldi
go by” do not imagine he will one day wield a bat
Melody is a somewhat surer indication.
But harmony is the test. If the child cannot end
a discord; if, when his little fingers by chance
on C and D, he quickly lets go till he gets hold
C and E or some other pleasing combination, which
plainly prefers, then know that he is “one who h,
an ear that can hear.” The piano as a piece of fui
ture fascinates him, and he is always sidling up to
but he never “bangs” on the keyboard; no cl
should be allowed to do this under any circumstanc
but the musical one never needs to be told
watches intently and listen9 whe„ anyone
,
though this is not always a sure sign of the div
spark, as some children will stare immobile durim
long performance just because “the lady has spang
on her dress.” The dawning musician also evince
fondness for music books; and, before his motl
has deeded to teach him the notes, he asks her a
is impatient to find out what they mean
\notl
KTK-,u'1 *" “** k v— .J“
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The following is a true story of a five-year-old b
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To send a child alone to an unused parlor to prac¬
tice on a piano that has its legs tied up and keys
cold to the touch is nothing less than musical infanti¬
cide. Likewise for any member of the family to ever
complain of the “noise” or evince dislike for a cer¬
tain much-practiced piece is, to a young, sensitive
nature, the death-knell to ambition.
The child once launched upon the study of music
is never too young to enjoy, in his own way, a grand
opera. He has no idea of the plot and does not need
it. The stage is, to him, a square piece of the sky
cut open and showing the wonder-workings of another
world, where beautiful creatures in glistening array
disport among colored lights filled with music. He
catches a melody here and there, a chord or a phntse
that fills his young heart near to bursting—that joy¬
ous pain that only the true musician knows. Re¬
turned home, he rushes to the piano and tries to rescue
the fleeting memories. He pieces together some bits
of melody with the glue of his imagination—and then
asks you to listen. But vou fail to enthuse over
single tones rather jerkily presented, and wonder why
he is so delighted. This indicates one fundamental
difference between the musical and unmusical carHe hears what is intended; the holes in the har¬
mony do not bother him, nor the uneven rhythm, he
cause he can insert with his mind all of the missing
tones. The wise parent tells him of all the great mo®
cians, and the incidents in their childhood, and he
soon has dreams of being like them. His life
usually apart from other children, for they cannot
enter into his enthusiasm, and he is seldom under
stood. To him “a song” means the music; to others*
“a song” means the words. The world may be divided
into these two classes.
Be patient and generous, kind and forgiving. 1
your pupils. Thus will you raise patient and g*n*‘
ous, kind and forgiving pupils. Be diligent yourse

if you would have your pupils be diligent.

own poisonous secretions, or else hopelessly nervous
and unhinged? \eIlow or disfigured by eczema, mor¬
bid, cross, inert or feverishly overexcited, neither mind
nor body are fit for the prosecution of the art of
mnsic, which is based on the rhythmical motions of
health. In such cases the beginning of art must be
a prescription from the family physician for the choked
and inert liver; a vigorous prosecution of exercise,
gymnastic and walking; a careful drill in the prin
ciples of breathing. Whereupon health, beauty, and
musical advancement will occur simultaneously.
It is not the province of this paper to meddie with
the duties of the family physician; but on the subject
of breathing much remains to be taught. It is usually
asserted that women should breathe from the upper
part of their lungs and men from the lower. True, the
majority of women do breathe in this way This is the
cause of their weak physical condition. Singers do
not; and what pictures of rosy health they usually
present! The true way to breathe is from the bottom
of the lungs. Let the anemic girl go every night to
her open window in a loose dress and standing with
her hands on her sides just above the waist-line, slowly
fill her lungs from the very bottom in such a way
that the sides are eons.iou.sly expanded first and the
upper part of the chest last. last her count slowly as
she does this so that the action will be rhythmical,
and the exhalation take at least as mnch time as the
inhalation, and also be felt first at the bottom of the
lungs. Let her begin with half a dozen inhalations
at a time, and proceed carefully to extend the number
and the length of time required to complete the action.
In three weeks she will experience a new sense of life
and elasticity. In six she will be a renewed woman.
With elasticity comes technic. It is the root of
technic.
The increase of the lung-cells and their greater effi¬
ciency is an increase of the blood-cleansing process of
respiration, and at the same time an increase of the

motions of the body are the result of such automatic
correlation of nervous action, and the art of pianoplny.ng conies under exactly the same laws.
If the skin becomes so diseased as to interfere with
or weaken the familiar sensations, the technic suffers
correspondingly. The better the bodily condition, the
better the nerves will learn their work of automatic
action and the more infallible will be their response to
the p ay of the eye, the ear, the mini and the emotion
bv
2^ f°r flabby SkiD’ skins hardened
by bodily dis rders, chapped and roughened with ex-
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with excellent result. Where hands are tight knit and
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of reliable manicure establishments

Pupils vary very mneh at different times in the cond, ion of the skin of their hands and arms. In cer¬
tain forms of nervous and assimilative disorders The
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motor nerves. In the majority of cases a special course
of relaxing exercises is of great use in developing this
pow er. When depressed in spirits, or weary, sight and
hearing are less keen. Children who read very well
w hen fresh and very poorly when tired are a part of
every teacher’s experience. Thus, at every step in the
giving of piano-lessons the work of teaching grows
more complex. At the bottom, temperament is the
cause of clumsiness of all sorts. Laughter in large
doses, fresh air in heroic doses, a pleasant book, a
cheerful subject of hope, a course of dancing-lessons,
salt baths, in combination, often work wonders.
The nerves of the public-school child who undergoes
monthly examinations should, however, be considered
apart from all foregoing statements. In the case of
this most disappointing of all pupils the effort is being
made to establish a co-ordinate system of mental nerv¬
ous action to the exclusion and detriment of all other.
Perception, sensation, emotion, and muscular activity
are each forcibly held in abeyance for many hours each
day while the brain is stimulated to incessant activity.
The result is that the activity of the functions named
is weakened, impaired, and disorganized. The blood
goes to the head instead of the back when bodily
action is called for; they are utterly unable to pa®3
to that condition of bodily poise where perception and
feeling work together in artistic expression. Neither
technic nor tone can thrive under such conditions.
I have spoken of the causes of an unduly moist skinThere are some pupils who have an equally pernicious
fever and dryness.
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necessarily imply „ noble or sensitive ii •

Some¬

times these cracks are deep enough to make plavin£
impossible.

cited, and in full rhythmical ncUritT' tom™ T

Some pianists have a way

getting skin-cracks when they are practicing.

They may often be traced to dyspep5^

which may or may not arise from gout

Court-pIaster

(not moistened with saliva) is the handiest thing
„ ”0t

close them temporarily, but the cure should be sougM
in restoring the digestive functions.

Anxiety, j®*

ousy, rivalry, homesickness, and petty bickerings up5®-

case, for quite a number of chorus-singers with fair
voices are overpowered with a false pride which will
not permit them to have their capabilities examined.
Oftentimes a roundabout way is the quickest and
surest way to town.
Without any further ado, ask thoee who sing
soprano (you, of course, mean those who think that
they sing soprano) to sit in the front row at your left,
fucing you, those who sing alto to sit in the front
row at your right, and place the tenors back of the
sopranos and the basses bark of the altos. You will
thus learn the first wish of the singers without putting
the question to them directly, viz.: that perhaps eight
ladies wish to sit in the soprano section, whether they
sing soprano or not, and only two or three care to
grace the alto section. The gentlemen are less par¬
ticular with regard to seats, except that Mr. A, who
has a large bass voice, wishes to sit behind Miss B,
a soprano, because of some kind of attraction other
than the music. Do not criticise, at first, the lack of
balance of parts.
Ask them to sing one or two very familiar hymns.
This will clear their throats and awaken their in¬
terest in singing. As there are only two or three
altos, have them sing over the alto part alone two or
three times to “gain strength.” Most likely a couple
of the would-be soprani* will take pity on them, re¬
membering that they used to sing alto themselves,
ami will deeide to change to the alto section. This
will help balance the division of the ladies’ voices.
Never mind if the tenors are weak and off the key.
That is to be expected at first.
Try over the hymns several times, calling attention
to one or two points of rhythm or intonation which
you know they can correct easily, and possibly sing
over the individual parts separately, unless you find
that they do not try to sing when you ask them to
sing alone. Then bring forth a very easy and tuneful
anthem, one which is free from difficult leads or com¬
plicated rhythm. Have them sing it entirely through

more altos or basses, as the case may be, and ask
those present to invite others who may be able to
strengthen the weaker parts. Then, in the most deli¬
cate manner possible, state that it will be for the in¬
terest of everyone individually and of the whole
chorus collectively, if each one would sing to you in¬
dividually, to show you just what the material of the
chorus is, which will enable you to select music which
is best adapted to their capabilities, etc., etc., etc.
Announce that you would like to hear each one
sing his or her individual part of a certain hymn-tune
(inform them which one, so that they may practice
it) and a slow scale to show the compass of the voice,
before the next rehearsal.
If you have succeeded in arousing some degree of
interest in the singing, the members of the chorus will
be less apt to object to singing to you individually
than if you proposed it at the very outset
At the second rehearsal you may find that a few
who were present at the first rehearsal “have resigned.”
This will save you more or less trouble, for anyone
who cannot (or will not) sing his or her part of an
ordinary hymn-tune before the director of the chorus
would not be an acquisition, as harmony among the
members and sympathy between each member and the
director are just as essential to the success of the
chorus as vocal ability, [t must be remembered that
one obstinate singer with a fair voice can retard the
progress of the choir more than two amiable members
who have only indifferent voices.
Having heard each one sing, you know just what
material you have to work with, and can locate your
ingers to the best advantage. Insist on seating the
irSieh 'TU’ “"v in3iSt that the-V Sit in the
I'Ll
k™ ,harnn?’ 0f
the vacancies
caused by absentees). You find that you have three
strong clear sopranos. Have them sit together Two
s possible. One sings sharp when singing above E
Place her beside one of those who flat Distribute the

ready for regular work. Suggestions in drilling the
chorus are beyond the scope of this article and will be
given at another time.—Everett E. Truette.
#

MUSIC
APPROPRIATE FOR
THE COMMUNIONSERVICE.

#

*

We have received numerous questions relative to the
music suitable for the communion-serviee in non-liturgical churches, and make
the following suggestions:

In most c-hurches the communion-service follows the
regular morning service, therefore a special prelude »
not necessary; but where the communion is an inde¬
pendent service (not preceded by any other service)
the following preludes will be found appropriate and
interesting:
“For Holy Communion,” by Calkin.
“Prayer in E,” by Lemmcns.
“Communion in A,” by Deshaves.
“Prayer in A-flat,” by Guilmant.
“Communion in G,” by Guilmant.
“Prayer in D-flat,” by Caliaerts.
“Elevation,” by Rousseau.
“Prayer,” by Paehe.
“Andantino,” by Cliauvet.
For postludes one must be governed by the charac¬
ter of the ending of the communion-service. When
the “distribution” is followed by the singing of 1
“Gloria in Exeelsis” and some joyful hymn of praiseas is frequently the case, the postlude may be some¬
what bright and loud; but if the eommunion-servic*
ends with some hymn like “Rock of Ages, with®
the “Gloria in Exeelsis,” the postlude should ^
rather subdued (not louder than the diapasons)
a sustained character.
. ,,
“Andante in D,” by Hollins, is of just the ngh^
character. As it is rather long, one can skip fro111 1
last measure at top of page 4 to the first measure
the bottom of page 8.

hands and feet for support; too usually it is bolstered
up, supported, and held to its work by the hands, arms,
and feet of other muscles, which have quite as im¬
portant duties of their own to perform. To extrieate
them gradually and gently from the influence of their
willing, but misguided, neighbors is no simple task.
Work by the day, when there is no need of haste and
all need of care, alone can accomplish this, and how
weak the voice is at first and how many scores of
times does one, just gaining courage because of a faint
show of strength, discover that the hope is premature,
that a too-willing neighbor has unobservedly stepped
in and helped, when all must be tried and proved
again! But each day counts for progress, and at last
one really feels that the tone, weak and puerile though
it 1)C, stands for its own individuality. It is now the
strengthening process must begin. Too much care and
system cannot be employed to gain strength. The
work should be carried on with gradually-increasing
severity and as nearly as possible at the same regular
periods each day. Muscular tissue is most grateful
and responds generously to rigime if one accustoms
himself for a few weeks to the same periods of prac¬
tice. The system is so willing to eo-operate that pres¬
ently, as the hour for work approaches, the blood as¬
sembles to where it will be needed, and is ready for
use with no loss of time to get into condition. The
thoughtful pupil takes advantage of this and knows,
too, that, if a period of enforced rest follows, for many
days the blood will adhere to its custom and rush to
the centres where it was utilized; not being employed
it will remain there, filling the cells and enlarging the
parts, which explains the fact so often commented
upon, that the voice that is returned to use, after an
interrupted season of systematized practice, seems
larger and broader.
The girl who works by the day studies how to pmefree as interestedly as she studies her lesson. When
her lesson, as it should continually be, is the messa
di voce, she not only studies the tone, watches its

SINGERS.

First, superior singers, with
fine voices. Second, excel¬
lent singers, with inferior voices. Third, inferior
singers, with excellent voices.
These conditions are largely pre-ordained, but not
irremediably so.
The mental factor dominates all modifications of apparently pre-ordained conditions. In summing up, the
peculiar attribute of foree known as tenacity figures
more conspicuously than its mental impetus.
The truly gifted belong to the first class: they have
the constant stimulus of a responsive instrument, and
delM t'e m<>St eXaCt‘ng ,lru<ISer-v haa compensating
Ihe most unhappy are those of the second class
They are bound by physical limitations, while the
m.nd » equipped with possibilities of great attain¬
ment. Their measure of success is most to be com-

m.1" “ “
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They are to be pitied or blamed who belong to the
third class Theirs is either a tale of ill-proportioned
endowment, hence the pity,-or gross negligence
where rests the blame.
’
The fourth group predominates:
ent: Indifference in fact.

The world suffers:

the pro-

Ranis is the one place on

AMERICAN GIRL IN
MUSICAL PARIS

TtnwZ T
, 8uecess’ an<1
the hardest place on earth

succeed in the musical world to go ^ P^riLunH
«Ttam conditions; and t,v- all
, ar,s-under

JJ
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Another condition which is not to be overlooked is
the physical one. The training which the student un¬
dergoes is a very severe one. Nothing short of a per¬
fectly normal physique is capable of maintaining itI recall the ease of a beautiful American girl with an
exceptional voice who was compelled to give up solely
on this account: she was always in the hands of her
doctor, and certainly could not hope for an easier life
when in the actual struggle for popularity later. The
strain of a night’s singing is immense, and the nervous
tension calls for a thoroughly vigorous and sound
vitality. Midnight suppers and other dissipations of
Parisian life are fatal to artistic success. To a regu¬
lar life and most careful diet I owe my success as a
singer, for the voice is as tender as the soul, and the
least departure from perfectly normal living manifests
its corroding influence upon the vocal organs. The
aspirant, then, must have a good physique and main¬
tain a high standard of health through all her studentyears. By that time regular life and ways will be so
much a matter of custom that she will maintain them
throughout her career as an artist.

Indifference inher¬

l;r T,rrItisrIy
theRecord.
indifferent wh° -not
sutler.
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A Rugged Health a First Essential of Success.

“

Cost of a Musical Education in Paris-

The time necessary to take a course varies. A fe"|
years ago it required eight years of good and faithful
service, then six, and now four. Of course, persona
ability and willingness to work have everything t0
do in shortening the term, for really every aspimn
is the architect of her own destiny, the mother of he
own career. Though Madam Marehesi and others have
daily classes from ten o’clock till four, every PU1
receives virtually individual instruction. The cost o
this instruction varies from fifty to eighty dollars
month, and living and other expenses bring the sum
total to one hundred or one hundred and fifty dollam
a month. This amount will provide for all the nct'fS'.
ties and some of the luxuries of Parisian Iife-

had been established largely through the aid of Jenny
Lind, as a memorial to Mendelssohn. This entitled him
to three years’ study in the Leipzig Conservatorium.
In 1856 the success of his incidental music to Shakes¬
peare's “Tempest” fixed his determination to avoid
teaching and devote himself to composition as a lifework. Ten years later he composed “Cox and Box,”
the first of a series of comic operas too well known to
require recapitulation.
The book is embellished by a series of portraits lieginning w ith one of the young Sullivan in the pecul¬
iarly weird jostume of the Chapel Royal choristers.
It is not surprising to read that they could hardly
venture on the street without being attacked by a
mob of boys or men, in view of the remarkable figures
they must have cut in their lung gold-laced coats.
There are some anecdotes of Sir Arthur's Americnn
tours, among them the familiar one of his arrival in a
remote Californian mining camp, where lie was greeted
with the utmost ardor. This was soon changed to in¬
difference when it was learned that he was not the
Sullivan of the prize ring, but only “the Sullivan as
put ‘Pinafore’ together!”
There are a few typographical errors in the shape
of the glaring misspelling of some proper names in
the early part of the book. These may. perhaps, he
atoned for by a procession of royal and aristocratic
personages who discreetly w ind their way through the
later pages. It concludes with an appendix containing
“Sullivan as a Composer,” by B. W. Findon, and a
complete bibliography of his works by Wilfrid Bendail.

THE MASTER MUSICIANS. BACH. 223 pp. C. F.
Abdy Wn.liams. E. P. Dutton * Co., New York.
Priee, 90 cents.

This is the third volume of the "Master Musicians”
series, the first two of which on Beethoven and Wag-

been sung for the first time exactly a century before,
in Berlin, under the direction of Mendelssohn. It
awakened universal admiration, and in 1850, in com¬
memoration of the centenary of his death, the Bach
Gesellschaft was formed, with headquarters at Leip¬
zig. The object of this society was to publish a com¬
plete critical edition of all Bach's works in annual
installments. This enterprise was intrusted to the
well-known firm of Breitkopf & Hartet, and it may be
remarked that not until the present spring has their
task been completed at an aggregate cost of over
;>,000.
Bach has been called the daily bread of earnest
students. Some one has said: “Honor thy Bach in
the days of thy youth; so shall thv davs be Ion- in
piano-land.”
“
°

WEE WEE SONGS FOR LITTLE TOTS
H. McCurrie. H. K. Chandler, Chicago.
cents.

Chart es

PriT 50

Children dcl.ght in singing, and any book which is
designed for their use, provided it possesses merit is
sure to be welcomed by teachers and parents
This volume is quite original in its illustrations,
eMIH . r
eh M-l'ke;
nature: the
Lons gotten

*KPP”' 40 rVPry CWW:
worts are
the music flowing and of a sin-able
cover attractive; in a word, few public!'
„p for children meet the requirements To

-STORIES OF FAMOUS OPERAS. 257 pp
H V
Ouerber. Dodd. Mead A Co.. New Yol lit
Still another guide to the opera. The plots of

correctly, thoroughly, and finished are always throw¬
ing out their unkind and cutting remarks at couscientious students, belittling their efforts because they
must drudge and repeat a thing over and over to get
it right. With students whose mental grasp of the
subject is not firmly rooted, such would-be smalt
people do great harm, as they put the student in a
state of doubt and indecision, and destroy his little
confidence in himself and his teacher.
25. How stupid some people arc is readily seen from
the following remark, so often heard: “My child l
not fit for anythin- else, so I will put him to music.
Only think of it! The most difficult of all arts and
sciences to be mastered by one lacking talent, and then
wonder why so few excel.
26. Students must learn to look ahead if they aW1
to become smooth and steady readers. A good knowl¬
edge of harmony aids wonderfully, provided a knowl¬
edge of using chords freely is acquired.
27. Do not fret and worry because you fancy the
teacher is not going to tell you all he knows in one
lesson. The flower unfolds slowly and gradually, but
none the less surely. Hold this idea ever before your
mind.
28. Unless a teacher scolds, fumes, and acts ugly
with some stndents he never can succeed in reaching
their minds. They are about as impressionable a
marble which needs a sledge-hammer to produce a
noticeable impression.
29. The last thing students wish to be reminded o
is their faults; point them out, and the temper o
most of them rises; give them praise, and they ?!rur
ally think that all is well. What a mistake to be un¬
learned!
30. Only teachers of experience and thoroughneare aware of how much mental density there is
among those who think they can learn to play
piano and achieve success. The percentage is
very high, and goes to show again what a small num

her of people use their brains.

agree that the new system is of the highest practical

novel is withdraw n from the special offer, as the book

the sheet music and books that are published by this

utility, even for young players.

appeared during the last month.

house designed especially for the use of reed-organ

selected from nearly all the great masters, are numer¬

search of summer reading should bear in mind this

teachers

On another page will be found an advertisement of

and

students.

As

with

all

other

The illustrations,

works

ous and helpful, while the language is plain and direct.

book.

brought out by this house, the preparation of these

Madam Carreflo was right when she said of “Theory

now

works has been done intelligibly;

of Interpretation”:

hausted and will not be reprinted.

they have been ar¬

ranged especially for the reed-organ. The list of sheet
music includes classical, semi-classical, and popular.

“It is the only work of the kind

in any language.”

used.

It has been largely used as a supplement to the
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ing.

In the hundreds of letters we receive from teachers

We can

tion their appreciation of “Foundation Materials for
the Pianoforte,” by Mr. Landon, and that they fully

Method,” is used to a greater extent than any other

mean what they say is further evidenced by the fact

reed-organ method that has ever been published.

that they order the book by quantities.

success

has

been

phenomenal.

The

“Classic

Its
and

an immense sale.

It is having

The reason for it is that the book is

Modern Gems for the Reed-Organ" has supplied a need

easily graded for beginners with pieces that are pleas¬

which has existed for a long time for from fourth to

ing to children.

sixth grade organ-music.

The pieces have titles suggested by

Thu volume contains one

the daily incidents of child-life, and to almost any

hundred and twenty pages of the choicest selections.

piece there can easily be a little story woven by the

There will be found included in this work music suit¬

teacher, thus making the piece a thing of life and in¬

able for every occasion—church, concert, and home.

terest to the pupil.

The

very short phrases, and several at the beginning of

instruction-book by

Eugene Thayer mentioned

The pieces are short, and have

on this page is one of the best instruction-books for

the book have words to them to show how music savs

beginners possible to obtain.

The late Eugene Thayer

something, much the same as poetry, and that there

was a very successful teacher, and he contributed his

■s as much real sense to a musical phrase as there is

life’s work and experience to this book.

m a couplet of poetry;

For a graded

Our edition is

The book retails

Put a copy in your trunk when you go away

for your vacation.

who use onr publications a large part especially men¬

say positively that this work, Landon's “Reed-Organ

“Reed-Organ Method” by the same author.

It will fascinate and instruct.

the only one published, as all others are ex¬

for $1.00, and is bound in red cloth with gilt letter

“School of Reed-Organ Playing,” by Mr. London, has
given the greatest satisfaction wherever it has been

Those who are in

this makes music appeal to

Etude

during

the

summer.

in summer than in winter.

Then there are others who

are too busy in winter teaching, and summer is the
time for self-study.
all

summer,

readers.

and

We mean to issue good numbers
need

the

encouragement of our

What use is it to prepare a fea3t if no one

enjoys it?

Before your class disbands for the sum¬

mer preach Etude to them for summer study.

If Iou

cannot get them to take it for a year try the threemonths’ plan, which is explained in another note.

The

pupils will thank you for this interest.
*

*

*

The publisher of The Etude will gladly send cats
logues free to teachers, but things that cost nothin,,

list of reed-organ music of all publishers, we would

their intelligence.

call your attention to that by hi. S. Morris.

new ideas in the art of music teaching, and gives manv

teaching depends, in a large measure, on the cla»9 o

important new ideas that help pupil and teacher to

music used and its adaptation to particular needs ct

The

price is but 10 cents.
*

•
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are generally lightly valued;

nevertheless, suceessfu

Many teachers use the book with

pupils.

their new pupils who already play in the easv grades

music.

settlement from all our patrons, not only for the regu¬

for the purpose of leading them into an intelligent

and get really good work from rightly-selected music-

lar account which has not been settled during the

2playing, and to get them thor¬
oughly grounded
The retail price of the book is but
one dollar, with liberal discount to teachers.

Experience has taught us, both as teacher and pu

During

the best results.

The hook is fully up with the best

Don’t forget The

There is a large class of music-lovers that read more

the months of June and July we expect a

year, but we desire the return of all “On Sale” music.
Wait for vour June 1st statement.

With this will

be inclosed a gummed label to be used on the package
of your returns.

*

This is very important;

otherwise it is not

lisher, that it is quite worth one's time to study g
catalogues of music, and thus enable us to select muse
for any given need.

*

This gummed label has a space over

onr name for you to mention from whom the package
comes.

*

A good teacher can utterly fail by ill-ehosen
A poor teacher can hold the interest of a PUP'

It is well to have a memorandum

book in which should be kept a classified list °f 3
TaTrVlt q” in„MU?iral »****•• by Thomas
pper, is stu on the special-offer list, and we are
1Be many subscribers at 50 cents post-paid.

This

good pieces.

Our catalogue teems with good thing3

for teaching, and why not spend some time this ?nm
mer getting famiiiar with some of them?

occasion,

furthermore, to

express

his

opinion

that

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF
720 pages.

cating as a case in point the manifest genius of the
child, which even in so large a place as Kansas City,
appeared to be but little recognized or appreciated.
—Urn. C. V. Clark.

of

narIre
American musical effort and American musical progress set forth by our varices
American
P*”t°BnCT..y.wyU as incalealipg strides made in the past century, or rather the past fifty years, by
illustrated with nhotnwranli.
,Ue'
'includes 720 pages of carefully edited biographical information, is almost exhaustively

CAREFUL PRACTICE.

rect practice, if anything, means careful practice;

Cor¬
and

careful practice, at least for the beginner, and to a
great extent for all who play, means slow practice,—
Charles W. Landon

"If you play slowly you need make no mis¬

takes,” while Dr. William Mason is credited with say¬
ing that he does not know what class of pupils is
doing worse:

those who make mistakes and do not

correct them, or those who correct their mistakes.

The

only way out of the dilemma is to avoid mistakes
altogether.
A San Francisco merchant was advertising for a
book-keeper.

Many applicants presented themselves;

the merchant decided to choose the one who would
give the best solution in the way of disposing of a
mistake which, upon closing the books, might become
apparent, but could not be located.

The expedients

to meet the case were as various as the competitors
were numerous.
he said:

that America has brought to light,

present dav and rives hi a
f iJi PlIntan' as far back as 1620, the work runs easily and progressively forward up to the
fog facts and biojnnhical hit.
fi lllc,51re manner a nhole century of information. No pains seem to have lu-en spaml ing**berJhS,Workran£aV.n^nuLi?,'
V”1 •fr,."n ev, r-T availatde source. The fund of educational value which is contained w
or every intelligent musician*
for 11 8 reall.v one of the necessarv hooks of reference that must belong in the Iduyf

If a pupil practices carefully, success is certain.

says:

IN AMERICA

Large Octavo. 275 Illustrations. Bound in Cloth, Gilt.
Original price, $6.co. See special offer.

SUrtlnJi^t?°~he. *reat

the kind that pre cents mistakes.

MUSIC

w. S. B. MATHEWS, Editor

Americans are too indifferent to the divine art, predi¬

When the last applicant was asked,

“I would not make the mistake.”

“You are

the book keeper for me,” said the merchant; “I want
no one who will make mistakes."
The determination not to make mistakes goes a long
way toward avoiding them, and. while Dr. Mason’s
stand point in ascribing all mistakes to carelessness,
pure and simple, will be considered by many an ex¬
treme view, certain it is that by a habit of carefulness
and attention most mistakes can be prevented, and
the proverbial ounce of prevention is worth much

as will

lot

fail m please the mo/ faCtidiws boLk mS.°UDt °f maten“1 has beeD dig«ted and prepared typographically in such manner

SPECIAL Offer.—While this edition lasts we will sell copies, postpaid, for $1.90.

Address

THEODORE PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Butler Exchange, Room 513, Providence, R. I.

FANNIE CHURCH PARSONS.

taught by mail.

For full information concerning

Special Summer Classes in Boston and Chicago.

normal instruction or children’s

Address the Author and Proprietor,

Hugh A. Clarke
-*■223-%MUS.
South 38th Street

class work, address

NINA K. DARLINGTON,
Care of New England Conservatory of Music, Boston

Studio,

1069

Mrs. Parsons’

Boylston Street

DOC.

LESSONS
BY MAI L

Normal Training School,

Philadelphia
510 Handel Hall, CHICAGO, ILL.
IN

HARMONY,

******.

COUNTERPOINT,

ANC

COMPOSITION

Ceacber’s Course m

Musical Iktnbercjarten
AMATEUR

COMPOSITIONS,

(vocal or instruncrtal)

Aarlmd fur Publication; also arranged forOrebwtm or Military Band.
Examination Fee and critical opinion, fl.OO.

INSTRUCTION BY MAIL
AMD THOBOCOB IX 20 LESSONS
This method is used in the Rochester, N. Y Vtnsieal tr in,!,,,,,.,
s-h»,l. For term, sod particulars’, etc..
COMPLETE

SB». k. S. BUMS, 1005-1009 Wilder Building, Rochester, X.’ T.

j tlieM.
T.N. A
Mrs. Parsons will l>e in Des Moines in June, during
tl
Convention,
andwill instruct classes in Musicali Kii
Kindergarten at
that time. Teachers wishing to take the review course or the fnu
course? should come prepared to remain a few days after the con¬
vention. Classes are also being formed to meet Mrs. Parsons during
August, at 510 Handel Hall, Chicago. Write for particulars to

The Parsons Musical Kindergarten Co.
QUINCY, MICH.

Addrwa, WOLDEBCAR MALMENE, Mua. Bac. Cantab.,
3704a Locust Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Singsre prepared for church
positions or concert engage
A thorough course it

The Crane
Normal Institute

n
OI

■■
•
(MUSIC

_

Utetory.^VtUMfTtSlfht Sing.
lag, Ear Training. ChoralConducting, and Physical Culture.

A SPECIAL COURSE roe SUPERVISORS or MUSIC.
For circulars apply to .MISS JULIA E. CRANE. Potsdam. N. Y.

V. JERVIS
Ceacbet of pianoforte plajing

‘Virgil Clavier Method
in its relation to musical and expranire playing
STEINWAY HALL. NEW YORK

fyrmon?. Counterpoint, Canon,
fuaue, etc., bp Correspondence
War terms end particulars write to

R. H. PETERS, Jins. Doc. (by examination).
Caterer*# College Can ten, afar, at *ua,c. SPARTANBURG, S. C.

Fletcher Music Methoc
(SIMPLEX AND

T*He

RIM of th* Method

KINDERr.ABTrw y
KINDERGARTEN.)
.

10

A ’

■

.

Originated by EVELYN ASHTI

1
ELIMINATE THE
DRUDGERY of th. study of Music
•ad to Sire . FUNDAMENTAL, SYSTEMATIC

FLETCHER, and indorsed by DR. HU

AND LOGICAL MUSICAL .dotation tn» way

Buffalo, M. ANAGNOS,

that shall bo natural and pleamrabla to children,

kins Institute, Boston, MADAME HC

and to make It ponibl. for Moaic to aetciao her
threefold power of development.

KIRK, SIGNOR ROTOLI, THOMAS 1

After completing the coone the child goeo

PER, PHILIP SOUSA, JOHN ORTH,

RIEMANN,
JAROSLAW
ZIELINS
IN, JftfWOAen
»» DE --

Director of the

to the lustra meat, reed, moaic readily, knows the

many other prominent Musicians and 3

keyboard, recognise. choWa, key,, etc.

cators of America and Europe, and a

The ear

hai been trained, and rhythm and time hare been

by many of the largest CONSERVATOl

derate,* aa w.U a. techalqae, and, beat of .U,
In reck a way that the
inermm*
tne lora
love of Mimic
Music haa
hss increased
Vita tha tmtn.n. e/.k: . l_

•

•

and Music Schools
—ana
...

_

•eif-exprraaioo lnM^to.tU'>,,1'<i*’
retcla^rTtcdili^r
tela, and Parte;

g

1

^ ,**U“tKLch'* &om ,h« child's *tandpoint, and furniahea him with all that ie neceeeary for 1
F'’tCh,r h**iMtnlct«i 0T<‘r 160 teachera, and the demand for the Method ia greatly increaain*.
** Sarop®>aod returned in May from a rery auceeaefnl lectnring trip to London, Leipaic, Berlin

WITH MIsTrLrrCHEsT"1 ° W*chln* “* prot*ctod hy PATENTS, AND CAN ONLY BE OBTAINED BY TAKING THE
*°A*AL cusmrnw

to BOSTON, NEW YORK,

l*OF IBTnp«Hte*l.—_a

...

_

CHICAGO, and CINCINNATI.

